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THE SPAC FRENZY

SPACs are shell companies that raise money by 
going public. They then use the money to look 
for promising companies to acquire, making that 
company public. SPACs are a quicker way to hit 
the stock market than traditional IPOs. They’ve 
existed for years but gained popularity in 2020 
with more than 200 going public and raising $64 
billion. That’s more than the total for the 
previous decade, and the amount raised is close 
to all IPOs combined from last year.

What are SPACs?
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In simpler times, famous-people-turned-entrepreneurs bought wineries or 
invested in car dealerships—or simply created multi-billion-dollar lifestyle 
companies on the strength of their family brand. But in the pandemic 
economy, there’s a new way for the rich and recognized to flex their 
status and wealth: through a SPAC.”     
Steven Kurutz , The New York Times from “OK, What’s a SPAC?”
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While the stock market rallied back from Covid-
19 fears in 2020, SPACs were full of cash and 
poised for action. They became an attractive 
source of capital for private companies. The 
success of mergers with noteworthy companies 
put a spotlight on SPACs and the popularity 
hasn’t waned. SPACs continue to draw crowds 
of hopefuls because they potentially offer nice 
checks for investors, and a speedy path to IPO 
for private companies.

Why are SPACs trending?
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Here’s how electric vehicle startup, Nikola, went through the SPAC process. 

How SPAC deals work
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A SPAC called VectorIQ is formed. It’s 
comprised of former General Motors 
leadership who are focused on the 
“smart transportation” industry. 

1 2
VectorIQ goes public in May 2018 and raises $200 
million. This money is placed in a trust to be used 
only when a SPAC finds a target company. They 
have two years. If they can’t find a target company, 
they will return the money to investors. 

In December 2019, VectorIQ meets 
with Nikola. An agreement was 
announced in March 2020, and Nikola 
merged with VectorIQ on June 3, 
2020 valued at $3.3 billion. 

3 4 VectorIQ’s ticker changes from VCIQ to 
NKLA.
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Eighty percent of SPACs target specific 
industries, according to a KMPG study. Nearly 
50% focus on the technology, media, telecom, 
healthcare and life sciences industries. Within 
these industries, SPACs favor buzzy emerging 
sectors such as electric vehicles and 
technology.

SPAC targeting strategy
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To SPAC or not to SPAC
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• Valuation - Public companies trade at higher multiples than private ones.
• Control - Allows founders to maintain a significant stake in the company compared to the option of private equity.
• Liquidity - SPACs raise money during the IPO that’s saved for the merger.
• Time - The SPAC process is shorter. It takes a maximum of six months compared to an IPO’s two or more years.
• Expertise - SPACs can provide advice and expertise to private companies.
• Certainty - The share price for SPAC deals is agreed upon before the IPO.
• Lower cost - SPACs are less expensive than traditional IPOs. 

• Shareholder dilution - Partnering with a SPAC could lead to more dilution of founder shares.
• Shortened IPO timeline - There’s a shorter deadline to complete paperwork.
• Less due diligence and no underwriting - Since due diligence isn’t as rigorous, there’s a risk that important pieces 

of information could be overlooked. SPACs also do not use an underwriter. 

Advantages

Disadvantages

For companies considering going public with a SPAC, here’s what to keep in mind:

https://www.excelsiorgp.com/resources/what-is-a-spac-and-why-are-they-suddenly-so-popular/
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/services/governance-insights-center/library/understanding-SPAC-trend.html
https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2021/why-choosing-spac-over-ipo.html
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Risks for retail investors
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Retail investors are investing in the sponsor company 
when it IPOs not the target company. Judgment is based 
on the SPAC sponsors’ credentials.

Name recognition doesn’t equate to investor 
sophistication, but SPACs promote heavily on the name 
of the sponsor(s). 

Hedge funds could negatively impact post merger 
share price buy selling shares once the merger is 
announced. Their strategy doesn’t align with 
potential long term retail investors. 

SPACs are motivated to find a target company. If not, 
they must return the money raised in the IPO to seed 
investors. 

Retail investors don’t have the same rights as 
institutional investors. They can’t buy more shares 
in the future, and they can’t get their money back if 
the merger fails. 
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Firms taken public by SPACs often have weak 
business plans with no projected revenue. But 
because SPACs are incentivized to acquire a 
company, they may invest in any company 
regardless of its projections. The allure of 
celebrity connections, excessive promotion, and 
limited financial tracking could put retail 
investors at risk. 

SPAC bubble?
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Celebrity SPACs
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SPACs aren’t only for finance connoisseurs like Michael Klein and Chamath Palihapitiya. Athletes, artists, and celebrities 
have also joined the ranks.

Name SPAC Role

Shaquille O’Neal Forest Road Acquisition Corp. II Strategic advisor

Serena Williams Jaws Spitfire Acquisition Corp. Board member

Steph Curry Dune Acquisition Corp. defined as SPAC team member

Alex Rodriguez Slam Corp. CEO

Ciara Bright Lights Acquisition Corp. Board member

Colin Kaepernick Mission Advancement Corps. Co-chairman and co-sponsor

Data: Crunchbase
Quartz | qz.com
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SPACs are already showing signs of slowing down due to new SEC rules. Fewer good deals could continue to slow 
down the frenzy. When SPACs just started to get hot, there were a small number of SPACs chasing ripe private 
companies, resulting in some good deals, according to a Motley Fool interview with Matt Frankel and Dan 
Caplinger. But with so many SPACs, there may no longer be enough strong target companies–if companies are 
even interested. 

Can the SPAC boom continue?
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As you start working down the quality angle, more SPACs chasing, fewer and fewer good 
candidates means that the quality of deals might get worse.” That mean[s] smaller pops for 
these SPACs, and eventually people are going to stop doing them because they’re not 
going to find good deals.” 

Dan Caplinger contributor, The Motley Fool interview “How long will the SPAC boom last?”

https://observer.com/2021/04/spac-deal-ipo-slowdown-april-sec-crackdown/
https://www.fool.com/investing/2021/03/15/how-long-will-the-spac-boom-last/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/for-startup-leaders-spacs-have-lost-their-allure-11621774800
https://www.fool.com/investing/2021/03/15/how-long-will-the-spac-boom-last/
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Want to know more? Read Quartz coverage of SPACs.

• WeWork’s plans to go public expose the danger of SPACs. WeWork is having another go at the IPO. 

• Is the SPAC craze finally cooling off? With the economic climate changing, can SPACs continue to dominate?

• The first space tourism company to go public will do so with a blank check. Richard Branson’s Virgin Galatic space 
tourism company went public through a SPAC. 

• Grab’s record-breaking SPAC merger left more than $2 billion on the table. Southeast Asian digital food conglomerate, 
Grab, set a record but could’ve raised more money. 

• Why SPACs are booming in New York but not in London. Americans know how to price innovation. 

You’ll also enjoy our member-exclusive field guide on The future of the IPO.

Have questions about this presentation, or suggestions for us? 
Send us a note at members@qz.com.
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